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Primary Technology Project Report:
Using Construction Sets for Learning
Science and Technology Throughout The
Primary Years
This short report is a summary of the
conduct and results of an eight-year study
which followed the work of a group of
children in this aspect of science and
technology. As a summary, it lacks some of
the detail and polish which some readers
might expect and yet it contains some useful
advice for primary teachers and
coordinators of design and technology and
science. The focus is the children's
experience of and response to construction
sets. Gender is a strong theme within the
report but, like other questions such as the
interaction between science concepts and
the affects of teaching styles, assumptions
are made.

The report contains some useful elements
but is not always easy to read as a result of
its structure. It moves sharply from an
overview to lists of recommended activities
to a summary of results and a series of
tabulated results. It reminded me of a
summary paper which might be produced
within the project to inform co-researchers.
The result is that I had to read and skim
through the report more than once before I
grasped the links between the various
elements mentioned above. A bibliography
might have easily been included to assist
readers interested to explore ideas further.

This report will be of interest to all those
who deal with primary science and design
and technology and who, like these
classroom researchers, have seen the
power of construction kits to assist children's
learning and self-confidence. Gender is a
significant issue, and this report provides
more indication that there are gender
considerations here and that to ignore them
may be doing both boys and girls a major
disservice. If there is an assumption in
schools that boys are in some way better
suited to work with these materials this
study prOVides further evidence to dispel it.
There is evidence here that there are
important and different aspects of
construction, mechanics and control that
require attention for both boys and girls.

A series of 'working papers' within the
document form a useful bank of ideas.
These give detailed advice about the sort of
construction activity which might be tackled
progressively by primary aged children.
Each provides ideas for activities and
approaches in the classroom with a given
age range. These could easily be adapted
by primary colleagues and made more
meaningful to your school's needs. Advice
given is sound though many teachers and
coordinators would want to know exactly
which elements of the National Curriculum
Programmes of Study are being dealt with.
Criteria are provided for assessment of
models but no explanation is given for their
intended use. These might form an
interesting basis for further work in school. It
was very pleasing to see that the document
includes examples for Year 7 and a useful
reminder of the importance of transition to
science and design and technology.

The researchers advocate that children's
models be kept on display for at least 24
hours and photographed so that children
can discuss them. Like many teachers I
have long held the view that we lose a lot
when we insist that the model is
disassembled at the end of the lesson
because we only have one set and the next
group is waiting. Perhaps we need detailed
research evidence to say that classrooms
need more construction materials simply to
allow models to be used for educational
purposes (reinforcing those scientific
concepts) after construction. I would love to
hear more about the results of discussions
with and among children about their models.

If we are going to raise standards in design
and technology we will need to move the
profession to a position where teachers can
confidently address the needs of all children
in design and technology and science.
Primary professionals have limited time to
devote to issues like gender in science and
design and technology. Thus we need a
community of teachers and researchers
engaged in educational research which can
give meaningful assistance to teachers
seeking to raise education standards still
further. Such a community may be growing
around the subject of primary science (see
Primary Science Review, Association of
Science Education) in the primary years, but
the picture looks less healthy with respect to
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design and technology at Key Stages 1 and
2. Journals like The Journal of Design and
Technology Education have an important
part to playas does the sort of research in
this report.

This research report will be useful to
primary teachers using construction kits in
science, design and technology or indeed
any other subject. It importantly points to a
need for progression in children's
experience and our expectations of them. At
a time when much is expected of primary
teachers and courses can be very
expensive it represents value for money.
This report contributes to what must be an
ongoing inquiry about the use of resources
and to our thoughts about the needs of girls
and boys in science and technology.

The report mentions another version of the
paper in IDATER 9S pp4 -g which should be
recommended to all those interested in
classroom research in design and
technology.

IDATER 95 reports the proceedings of the
International Conference on Design and
Technology Educational Research and
Curriculum Development (1995). The
proceedings are published annually by the
Department of Design and Technology,
Loughborough University of Technology,
Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE11 3TU.

Primary Technology Project Report:
Using Construction Sets for Learning
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Reviewed by Faith
Graham

Key Ideas for Designing and Making
This book is colourful and inviting to the
intended audience of primary teachers who
are coordinators of technology. It is a slim
paperback which is full of ideas of what
teachers can do to enable their pupils to
meet the National Curriculum programmes
of study for design and technology.

The book is helpfully structured, providing a
double page spread on each topic for
design and make assignments, showing
good quality finished pupils' products. The
aims are usefully listed and may be
incorporated into the teachers' planning as
learning objectives. The introduction to each
activity outlines its aim and what the pupils
must do. Usable suggestions are made for
what pupils may do throughout each stage
of the design process. Clear coloured

A series of one-day practical professional development days for teachers,

diagrams are given for detailed aspects of
the task which would enable all nonspecialists to carry it out. On the next pair of
pages, informative guidance is provided for
focused practical tasks and investigative
and evaluative activities. Ideas for
worthwhile extension activities are provided.

The book contains sections on buildings,
food, weather, toys and games, transport,
containers, the sea, animals, celebration
and textiles. Many of these would fit in with
topics currently in use in schools and would
provide relevant ways to include technology.
The contents of the book are ideal for busy
primary school teachers and provide a
source of ready ideas for planning and
teaching design and technology. This is a
particular strength of the book and makes it
very useful.

One weakness is that on occasion another
design and make activity occurs during the
focused practical task. This could lead to
confusion.

organised by the Crafts Council in partnership with the Northamptonshire
Inspection and Advisory Service (NIAS).

Initially, the book states that pupils must
consider the purpose of the finished product
and the needs and wishes of the consumer.
Some evidence of this is seen, but teachers
are not given any guidance on doing this. In
addition, opportunities to link with
information technology to write up the
results of tasting or evaluating other criteria
for designs in simple spreadsheets are not
capitalised upon.

Resistant Materials workshops (led by Jon Parker, NIAS)
Making a Batch

Friday 21 November 1997

Making Mechanical Toys

Friday 6 March 1998

Saturday 22 November 1997
Saturday 7 March 1998
Textiles workshops (led by Sue Simper, NIAS)
Making Marks 1: Block PrintingFriday 21 November 1997
Saturday 22 November 1997
Making Marks 2: Resist Dyeing Friday 6 March 1998
Saturday 7 March 1998
Participants will engage in a range of focused practical tasks to develop
knowledge, skills and understanding of materials. These skills will then be
applied to craft-based designing and making assignments. Together, these

Teachers will find this book easy to read,
well laid out with colourful and attractive
pictures of pupils' work and helpful for
planning and teaching design and
technology.

will provide ideal exemplar material upon which to base work with pupils
at Key Stages 3 and 4. There will also be an opportunity to meet a maker,
who will be providing an insight into the professional world of designing
and making.

Key Ideas for Designing and Making
Georgina Stein
Folens Ltd: £9.99
Orders: 01582 472788

For further information and a booking form contact: Diane Battams,

Appropriate

NIAS Training, Spencer Centre, Lewis Road, Northampton

Pupil/student

NN5 7BJ.

Tel: 01604758758. (All workshops must be booked in advance).
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D&T Challenges Student Book 3 (9)
The D&T Challenges Students' Books and
Teacher's Resources have been produced
by the Royal College of Art Schools
Technology Project and published in
association with the Channel 4 Schools
television series Real Life Design to support
the design and technology curriculum at Key
Stage 3.

inspiration for teachers struggling to find
imaginative design and make tasks as well
as supplying relevant and appropriate
knowledge related to industrial practice
which is not always easy to find. Although it
would be possible for students to work
through a Challenge using the book, as a
teacher, it is more likely that I would use it to
support whole class/group activities.

The blue Students' book is intended for use
with Year 9 students and has two main
sections. The first section contains twelve
Challenges, each of which is based on a
different focus area. It presents Design and
Make Activities in a way that is likely to
stimulate student interest. Challenges range
from the designing of a new bread product
to the designing and making of a product to
meet a fastening need. There is also the
opportunity for students to set up a minienterprise. All of these are likely to appeal
to the majority of 14 year olds.

If this book does have a weakness it is that
it focuses principally on process and
consequently relies on the availability of
additional resources.

Students are supported through each
Challenge by a range of activities which
stimulate research and further investigation.
Information included gives an insight into
aspects of Industrial practice and Case
Studies are used to illustrate the application
of similar challenges in the 'real world of
manufacturing'.

D&T Challenges Student Book 3 (9)
RCA Schools Technology Project
Hodder & Stoughton Educational: £7.99
ISBN: 0 340 63929 6
Orders: 01235400400

The layout is lively and visually attractive.
Each section is well illustrated and the text
is varied, therefore making it accessible to
students of all abilities. The cost of the book
is extremely reasonable and for any
department yet to make a purchase this is
definitely a resource I would recommend for
Key Stage 3.
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The second section, called 'Designing and
Manufacturing', aims to develop the generic
knowledge and skills required to
successfully carry out the assignments
given in the first part. In this section
students are encouraged to consider
alternative methods of planning and to
develop an awareness of the issues related
to product development and manufacturing.
The language used is effective without being
too technical at this stage. The information
and guidance contained in the second
section build on previous knowledge and
provide a firm foundation on which to build
at Key Stage 4. Throughout the book
coloured arrows indicate supporting page
references within each section as well as in
the other books available in the series.

This book offers an excellent framework for
any design and technology department to
develop appropriate and coherent schemes
of work for Year 9 students. It offers
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Reviewed by Susan
Stanley, Acting Head
of Sixth Form, Sir
Wilfred Martineau
College, Birmingham

D&T Challenges Teacher's Resource 3 (9)
The D&T Challenges Teacher's Resource 3
accompanies the blue Key Stage 3
students' book and contains detailed
teaching notes to ensure maximum benetit
from the designing and making assignments
in the students' book. It gives guidance on
how to manage the Challenges successfully,
with additional information to support
Designing and Manufacturing. A further
section deals with a number of teaching and
learning issues at Key Stage 3: Special
Educational Needs, Systems and Control,
Gender and End of Key Stage Assessment.
A chart showing coverage of the National
Curriculum Programmes of Study through
the use of the Challenges and associated
tasks is also included.

It might be considered quite an expensive
resource at £25.00 but since only one copy
would need to be purchased, I think it is
excellent value for money. For any
department seeking to develop their Key
Stage 3 curriculum this is definitely a
resource I would recommend.

D&T Challenges Teacher's Resource 3 (9)
RCA Schools Technology Project
Hodder & Stoughton Educational: £25.00
ISBN: 0340639261
Orders: 01235400400

Appropriate

This book is clearly a welcome resource
which offers teachers support in delivering
designing and making assignments with a
greater emphasis on designing for
manufacture. It provides information and
photocopiable student activity sheets which
enable aspects of the design and
technology curriculum such as costing,
quality issues and planning for production to
be tackled with greater confidence.

The Challenges in the students' book are
basically presented in this Teacher's
Resource as schemes of work. The layout
of each follows the same format with
headings which highlight the key features of
the DMA, suggested time allocation,
resources, opportunities for differentiation as
well as homework ideas. The Teaching and
Learning Issues section, which provides a
framework for the delivery of Systems and
Control, also includes End of Key Stage 3
Assessment and has a detailed student
assessment sheet for each of the
Challenges.

The strength of this book is the support it
gives to introducing manufacturing and
industrial practice at Key Stage 3 in a way
which is accessible to teachers and
students. It has a spiral binding which
makes photocopying easier. The teacher
notes are presented in landscape format
which is useful because it enables the
reader to view across more than one page.
The photocopiable student activity sheets

Reviewed by Susan
Stanley, Acting Head

are portrait and are therefore more easily
identified.
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Foster, Head of
Technology, Tibshelf
School, Derbyshire

Collins Design and Technology
Foundation Course: Resistant Materials
Systems and Control
In my opinion, this book is an excellent
resource. Throughout the 110 pages, there
are elements that, combined with children's
experiences of, will more than equip them
for design and technology success. The
authors have devised a colourful format that
will be of obvious appeal to children. The
format is friendly and begs to be browsed.
The book comprises two parts: the first 65
pages cover Resistant Materials, while the
last 45 pages cover Systems and Control.
The main chapter areas cover 'Designing',
'Materials', 'Working with Materials',
'Systems and Control', and 'Products and
Product Design'.

I was particularly impressed by the layout
which all readers will find easy to follow. The
first chapter, dealing with designing, is very
full and would provide the opportunity for
any pupil to begin to solve problems with
confidence. The process of designing is
taken apart very effectively and the
component areas are discussed clearly. I
know that pupils feel supported when books
show actual examples of youngsters like
themselves working through the various
stages of project work. It is pleasing to note
that the youngsters portrayed in the book
represent a considered gender and racial
balance which must encourage positive
messages among the intended readership

Choosing the most appropriate material for
a design is often problematic. Ideally the
pupils would have access to a wide range of
materials as they progress through Key
Stage 3. Perhaps we as teachers restrict
their access to a wide range because of the
sometimes prohibitive cost of
experimentation or due to time restrictions.
This book allows the reader to explore the
characteristics of most of the common
materials that we would wish pupils to
encounter in a straightforward, easy to
understand (and remember) manner.
Woods, Metals and Plastics are included,
followed by a well thought out chapter on
'Working with Materials'. This includes
information about joining materials and the
use of effective surface finishes.

In the latter chapters concerning 'Systems
and Control' the material is consistently well
presented with many illustrations including
colour photographs and diagrams which are
combined with effective linking text. This
variety of approach is vital today as our
audience, as we are all too aware, is well
used to seeing quality presentations in both
video and magazine formats.

The chapter on 'Products and Product
Design' is excellent. It details the actual
design process undertaken by the Berol
company as it researched the market and
decided to develop a new range of coloured
pencils and graphics materials to enable a
significant market penetration within three
years. The example works because it clearly
demonstrates the design process in the real
life situation. At this point the book returns
to its starting point - designing. One thing
is obvious: there are many starting points for
designing and more than one appropriate
structure to enable effective designing to be
done.

This book is a gem. As a preparation for
pupils for Key Stage 3 and into Key Stage 4,
it is excellent. Class sets are well worth
consideration, as are the other books in the
series, 'Communicating Design' aimed at
the Graphic Products course and 'Electronic
Products' aimed at the Control Technology
course.

Collins Design and Technology
Foundation Course: Resistant Materials
Systems and Control
Mike Finney, Colin Chapman and Michael
Horsely
Collins Educatonal: £8.95
ISBN 0003273520
Orders: 0141 306 3455
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Farrell, Independent
Technology
Education Consultant

Teaching Food Technology in Secondary
Schools
Initially I thought that the title for this book
was wrong. "Teaching Food Technology in
Secondary Schools" gives the impression
that the book provides materials with which
to teach food technology. However, having
read the book I would accept that it is very
much about helping teachers, lecturers and
those in training to gain a clear
understanding about food technology in
order that they might develop good practice.
As such it is well focused, appropriate for
the target audience and provides some very
useful perspectives.

The book is edited by Marion Rutland who
has a background in developing good
practice in food technology herself - as a
teacher, an advisor, and currently working in
teacher education as Senior Lecturer in
Education (Technology), Roehampton
Institute. The contributors also, between
them, span an impressive range of roles as
practising educators either through
classroom teaching, advisory work or within
curriculum development projects.

In the introduction Marion explains that the
book is her attempt to:

put the present situation regarding food
technology in schools into perspective
trace the roots of the subject up to the
present day, using the past to help us to
understand the present
consider today's National Curriculum
context

Section 1 provides an overview of the
historical development and rationale for the
teaching of food in schools. Specifically, it
identifies issues which have been raised
about the subject in the past and which
explain necessary changes and
developments, notably the role of food
within the National Curriculum. Section 2
considers classroom applications and
explores issues related to curriculum
planning. Section 3 focuses on a range of
recent teaching materials from the Nuffield,
Royal College of Art and Science with
Technology projects. Section 4 turns to
industry practices, considering these within
the classroom perspective and discussing
materials and strategies for using the
industrial context to support and extend
students' understanding of food product
development and manufacture. The book
concludes with a final section on the use of
IT within food technology teaching - a
hugely important inclusion given the
development and use of new technologies
generally and their potential scope as a
resource within education. It is good to see
so many examples which are specifically
relevant to food technology.

A section on guidelines for the future,
although indicated in the introduction, does
not materialise as such which I think is a
pity. A concluding paper which identified
issues and priorities for the future of the
subject and included the topic of future
teacher training and resourcing needs of
food technology would have been welcome.

As a set of papers the book is appropriately
presented and readable by specialists and
non-specialists alike, presenting a valuable
overview for both. A useful glossary of terms
used in the book and a bibliography are
included. References made to relevant
research and further reading are particularly

useful for those studying this area, whether
teachers in initial training or those taking
further studies as part of professional
development.

At £15.99 it represents good value for
money either as an individual purchase or
for a department where it would make a
good central reference resource for anyone
in the team. This book is an important read
for those who teach food technology as well
as those who do not, but who might wish to
better understand this aspect of the design
and technology curriculum. it is not difficult
to dip in and out of and probably lends itself
more to this than a one-sitting read.

It is timely that the book has been published
during a period of National Curriculum
stability, since stability prompts reflection
and readiness for continuing development.
In this light it is valuable to have a collection
of papers which highlight (often hard won)
achievements in food technology and
celebrate some of the good practice. I
particularly appreciate that, whilst food
technology's sometimes rocky ride to

The new 'Food & Technology' units have been designed to meet current curriculum and
exam syllabus requirements.
They are free standing resources, which can be used to
enhance teaching and expand learning activities. Both units contain an exciting variety of
up-ta-date resources, information sheets, data sheets, case studies, colour stimulus sheets,
posters, activity cards, videos, teachers' guide and a glossary.

acceptance within all sectors of the design
and technology fraternity is not ignored, the
book is not a defensive one. It concentrates
positively on a range of the initiatives and
approaches and demonstrates exemplary
practice in this developing curriculum
discipline. In so doing it surely underlines
that food technology - applying design and
technology knowledge, skills and
understanding to develop ideas into food
products - has now established itself as a
valid part of the design and technology
curriculum.

Teaching Food Technology in Secondary
Schools
Marion Rutland (Ed.)
David Fulton Publishers: £15.99
ISBN: 1 85346 426 0
Orders: 0171 405 5606
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BRITISH

Nutrition
FOUNDATION

NEW RESOURCES
FOOD TECHNOLOGY

"1 have recommended it
to all nry colleagues in
the county. Everything
1 need for my GCSE
coursework. "
S. Thompson,
Bishop Peroune High School

The 'Food Technology' unit looks at the
whole process of food product development
and manufacture from concept to distribution.
The unit covers the following areas:
The Origins of Food Technology
Food Product Development
• Food Chemistry and Functional Properites
• Quality Assurance Procedures
• Manufacturing
• Packaging, Distribution and Retailing
The unit supports work in:
• Food Technology
• Science
GNVQ Manufacturing
Home Economics

CONTENTS
33 Information Sileets, 38 Key Facts, 10 Data Sheets,
10 Case Studies, 21 Stimulus Sheets, 4 Posters,
12 Commodity Cards, 18 'How to ... ' Cards, 1 Video
For more information or to make your order, please contact BY POST: British Nutrition Foundation, Sales Dept,
High Holborn House,52·54 High Holborn, London WC1V 6RO BY TELEPHONE: 0171 404 6504
BY FACSIMILE: 0171 404 6747 BY EMAIl: british-nutrition@compuserve.com WEB: http://wNw.nutrition.org.uk

Reviewed by Richard
Foulger, Coordinator
KS4 and Post 16
Technology, Hove
Park School

Design and Technology (2nd Ed.)
This book was first published in 1991.
Originally designed to cover the
requirements of the GCSE (Years 10 and
11), it also covered the requirements of the
Old Order National Curriculum, Key Stage 4.

The original was comprehensive, well
organised and illustrated, with plenty of
problem-solving exercises for pupils.

This second edition (1996) has been revised
and updated to take account of the new
National Curriculum for Design and
Technology. In doing so, it has lost nothing
of its original style or value as a thoroughly
readable reference book.

As with the original, pupils should find it an
easy book to read or peruse because of the
simple layout. Students are recommended
to read Chapter 1, which describes the
stages in the design process, before looking
up information.

All diagrams, photographs and illustrations
are clear, precise, visually stimulating, well
annotated and relevant.

There are plenty of questions, mostly of a
problem-solving nature, which accompany
each chapter. Particularly noteworthy is the
Project Index (Revised) which lists a wide
range of project briefs and examples of
completed projects, all of which are covered
in the book, photographed and page
referenced. This should prove to be a
source of stimulation to any pupil looking for
examples or ideas, particularly as the
photographs are of projects produced by
pupils and therefore more acceptable to
pupils.

Pneumatics, Control and Electronics,
Materials and Manufactured Products.

The final chapter in the original version,
'Energy', has been replaced by the more
relevant 'Manufactured Products', covering
Design Quality, the Market, Society and the
Environment, Manufactured Products and
Methods of Manufacture, Consumer Choice
and Product Analysis (including assembling
and disassembling).

Apart from the final chapter, there are a
number of other less obvious changes.
Some consist of adding or removing minor
details, and others the removal, replacement
or relocation of pages. There are also some
changes to Chapters 4,5 and 6, which
mainly concern the coverage of Systems
Approach and Control.

This remains a thoroughly readable and
informative reference book for students (and
teachers) working at Key Stage 4. It could
also be useful as a revision base for 'A'
Level Design and Technology students.

Priced at £12.95, it is a valuable addition to
any technology book shelf, reference library
or class set.

Design and Technology
(2nd Ed.)
James Garratt
Cambridge University Press: £12.95
ISBN: 0 521 55607 4
Orders: 01223312393
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The contents of the book are virtually the
same as the original version, covering the
stages of the Design Process, Aesthetics,
Ergonomics, Structures, Mechanisms,
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The Journal of Design and Technology

Footnotes to the text should be avoided where
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